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ABSTRACT
This paper aims at analyzing the role of higher moments (coskewness

and cokurtosis) in examining the beta asymmetry while pricing risky assets
in the Indian Stock Market. To examine the impact of coskewness and
cokurtosis in explaining asymmetric market risk, a time period of around
108 months from April 2006 to March 2015 has been considered. The 12
sectors (namely, Auto, Banking, FMCG, Consumer Durables, Capital
Goods, Oil and Gas, IT, Telecom, Realty, HealthCare, Metals and Power)
constitute the total population of the study. The S&P BSE 500 index, is
taken as a proxy for market portfolio. The results of the study show that the
inclusion of systematic skewness and systematic kurtosis in conditional
beta estimation model display better explanatory power for equityreturn
variations but are not able to fully explain the beta asymmetry.
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Introduction
The two of the main assumptions of the traditional

Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) developed by
Sharpe (1964), Lintner (1965) and Mossin (1966) are
firstly, the normality of security returns and secondly,
the utility function of the investor being quadratic. The
normal distribution is said to be symmetric if the
likelihood of any positive deviation over the mean is
equivalent to that of a negative appropriation of a similar
size. Thus the traditional CAPM model assures  that the
standard deviationis only the proper measure of risk
.Further the quadratic utility function exhibits that risk
aversion increases with increase in wealth. This is in
contrast to the reasonable assumption of decrease in risk
aversion with increase in wealth. The non-normal
distribution and/or the utility function of investor being
non- quadratic, then the assumption that the mean and
variance of the security returns are only the determinants
of investor’s choice cannot be justified. It has been
empirically verified long back that stock returns do not
follow normal distribution.Ariditti(1967), Mandelbrot
(1963), Fama(1965),Mandelbrot and Taylor(1967),Taylor
(2005) and Chung et al (2006) are some studies that
document the non-normality of asset returns.

Many studies have questioned the assumption of
beta symmetry and examined the relationship between

beta and market returns in bull and bear market
conditions.Most of these studies argue that the main
reason for the weak unconditional relationship between
beta and return is that the theoretical framework of
traditional unconditional CAPM is based on the expected
returns whereas in practice realized returns are used for
empirically verifying the unconditional relationship
between beta and return. Furthermore, the beta symmetry
assumption has been cross examined by these studies
but the results are mixed and inconclusive.Fabozzi and
Francis (1977) in their study test the differential effect of
beta for the two different market conditions i.e. the bull
and bear market for 700 NYSE stocks. They formulated a
modified single index market model, taking into
consideration the dummy variable to test whether beta
coefficient differs over bull and bear markets. In the model
the dummy variable assumed the value of unity in bull
markets and zero for the bear market. A significant
coefficient on the binary variable reflects the existence of
asymmetric beta in bull and bear market conditions.
Using this model, they found the beta to be symmetric in
bull and bear market conditions. In their study the few
securities which had significant differential coefficient
reflecting the dual beta were scrutinized to find the
common cause. They mentioned the insignificant R2 for
the single index model or association of securities with a
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particular industry as some of the reasons for significant
coefficient on their binary variable, but no commonality
could be found. The test was replicated using three
alternative bull and bear market conditions and
concluded with the same results for all these
definitions.Pettengill et al. (1995), by using the
conditional two moment CAPM observed that there is a
significant positive (negative) relationship between beta
and security returns during rising (declining) market.
However, their study does not report beta asymmetry
during bull and bear market.

Some research has been done in the emerging
economies also but that too with mixed results. Javid
and Ahmad (2011) in their study for a sample of 50 stocks
traded in Karachi Stock Exchange for Pakistani Stock
Market found asymmetric response of beta to bullish and
bearish market conditions by applying the dual beta
CAPM. In the Indian context Bhaduri and Durai (2006)
studied 78 highly liquid stocks in BSE 100 Index to test
the stability of beta in bull and bear market conditions.
The results showed symmetry in beta in both bull and
bear market, in all competing definitions of market
conditions. Deb and Misra (2011) in their study for 410
companies found some evidence of instability of betas.
The cause of instability or variation in beta is still to be
investigated. Chaudhary (2017) tested the symmetry of
beta over bull and bear market for the twelve sectoral
indices of Bombay Stock Exchange. The results showed
beta asymmetry over bull and bear market in case of nine
sectors out of twelve.

Taking into consideration the asymmetric
variation in market risk between bull and bear market
states, there are two divergent views documented in
literature. One in which the studies have proved that
higher moments clubbed with dual beta market model
display better explanatory power for  return variation
with prevalence of beta asymmetry. Another set of studies
state that higher moments explain away beta asymmetry.

Rubinstein (1973) argued that all moments in
distribution of returns are significant for investors given
that their utility function is other than quadratic and
asset returns are non-normally distributed.According to
Kraus and Litzenberger (1976), if an investor’s utility
function is non-quadratic and exhibits non-increasing
absolute risk aversion, the investor will prefer positive
skewness to negative skewness in the distribution of
stock returns. According to Kimbal (1993) and Dittmar
(2002), if the utility function of an investor exhibits

decreasing absolute prudence, the investor will not prefer
kurtosis in the distribution of stock returns. Since the
presence of skewness and excess kurtosis in the
distribution of stock returns affect the investor, they must
be included while determining the price of the stock. As
investors dislike negative skewness and excess kurtosis,
the investors must be compensated in form of higher
expected returns for the presence negative skewness and
large kurtosis in the distribution of stock returns. On the
other hand, as investors like positive skewness and low
excess kurtosis (less than 3),they will be willing to forego
some returns for the same variance if the stock returns
show the presence of positive skewness and low excess
kurtosis. Thus, if the distribution function of stock returns
is asymmetric, the traditional CAPM should be extended
by incorporating co-skewness and co-kurtosis (in
addition to co-variance) in pricing the stocks.

The study by Teplova and Shutova (2011)
incorporated the first four moments for explaining
variations in security returns for the Russian Market.
Their study compared the performance of unconditional
higher moment CAPM with the conditional higher
moment CAPM and found that performance of
conditional higher moment CAPM is better than the
unconditional modelThe study by Galagedera and
Maharaj (2004) reports that for Australian market, there
exist a direct relationship between beta and returns and
between cokurtosis and returns during the rising market
and an inverse relationship between beta and return and
cokurtosis and return during the declining market. Their
results does not support the validity of unconditional
higher moments  CAPM The study by Javid and Ahmad
(2008) reports that coskewness significantly explains the
variations in security returns whereas beta and cokurtosis
are not highly significant determinants of security returns
for the Karachi Stock Exchange. Doan, Lin and Chng
(2014) use the dual beta model with systematic higher
moments and with Carhart (1997) factors to test if they
are important in capturing the asymmetric behavior of
beta risk during different market conditions. They find
that higher moments are important in capturing beta
asymmetry in Australian stock returns.Furthermore, the
studies by Harvey andSiddique (2000) and Chen et al.
(2001), show that conditional skewness explains some
variations in security returns.

In relation to asymmetric beta behavior, this
study aims at conducting an empirical analysis to
examine if higher moments such as systematic skewness
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and systematic kurtosis can explain the beta asymmetry
across bull and bear market states in the twelve prominent
sectors of the Indian Economy. These sectoral indices
are Auto, Banking, Fast Moving Consumer Goods
(FMCG), Consumer Durables, Capital Goods, Oil & Gas,
Information Technology (IT), Telecom, Realty, Health-
Care, Metals and Power. This study has an important
contribution to make to the existing literature as there is
dearth of empirical study on the higher moments CAPM
in the Indian context.Furthermore, the study may also be
of relevance for the Indian investors to price the higher
moments while designing their equity portfolio.The
results of the study will help analysing the role of higher
moments in capturing additional variations in beta risk.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2
explains the Data and Methodology used in the study.
Section 3 presents the Results and Analysis and the final
section Concludes.

Data and Methodology
The data for this study spans over 108 months

ranging from April 2006 to March 2015.The sample
selected for the study includes twelve Bombay Stock
Exchange(BSE) sectoral indices (namely, Auto, Banking,
FMCG, Consumer Durables, Capital Goods, Oil and Gas,
IT, Telecom, Realty, HealthCare, Metals and Power).
These sectoral indices reflect the performance of the
specific sector.  As these indices present a picture of the
independent sector, so taking all these indices together
reflect the position of the economy. The Bombay Stock
Exchange (BSE), established in 1875, is Asia’s first and
fastest stock exchange. BSE is also the first listed stock
exchange of India.The S&P BSE 500 index constituting
the top 500 companies listed at BSE ltd is taken as a
proxy for market portfolio. The index covers all the major
industries in the Indian Economyand is considered to be
a broad representation of Indian Market. Monthly sectoral
indices return are calculated as follow:

Where,
R it =Return on Sectoral Index i
Pit=  Value of the Sector alI nexi at the end of the

montht
Pit-1   =Value of the sector alIndexat the end of the

montht-1"

Similarly the monthly return for the market
portfolio i.e. BSE500 Index is calculated as follows:

Where,
R mt = Monthly return on the market portfolio
Pmt= Value of the S&P BSE 500 Index at the end of

the month t.
Pm,t-1= Value of the S&P BSE 500 Indexat the end

of the month t-1.
The required data of all the sectoral indices and

market index has been obtained from BSE website.
The 91 days Treasury bill rate has been taken as a

proxy for the risk free rate of return. The data for the 91
days Treasury bill has been taken from the official website
of Reserve Bank of India (RBI). To measure the effect of
co-skewness and co-kurtosis of a sector on the expected
return of the sector, average monthly returns on twelve
sector and BSE-500 index from April 2006 to March 2015
have been used.

To test the explanatory power of coskewness and
cokurtosis against the dual beta, three alternative models
are proposed.

Where,
Ritdenotes the monthly excess returns for the ith

sector in the tth month;
Rmtrepresents the monthly excess return of BSE

500 Index;
aiis the regression intercept and  ß_i is the slope

i.e. the beta of the i th sector respectively
D is the dummy variable which assumes the value

of 1 in bear market and 0 in the bull market. The coefficient
ß_(2i )measures the differential effect of the bear market
condition over the bull market for the ith sector. As per
the equations the beta of the ith sector over the bull market
is equal to ß_1iand the beta of the ith sector over the bear
market is equal to ß_1i+ß_(2i ).
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?_iandd_i are measures of co-skewness
(systematic skewness) and co-kurtosis (systematic
kurtosis) respectively. Co-skewness measures the
sensitivity of excess returns of asset i to the squared
excess returns of the market portfolio. Similarly co-
kurtosis measures the sensitivity of excess return of asset
i to the cubed excess returns of the market portfolio.

The months of positive (negative) excess market
returns are classified as up (down) markets. This is in
agreement with one of the alternative definition of bull
and bear market as proposed by Fabozzi and Francis
(1977).

Results & Analysis
Table 1 presents the descriptive statistics of all the

twelve sectoral indices and the market index. The mean,
standard deviation, skewness and excess kurtosis of all

the indices, as well as Jarque-Bera normality test statistics
have been reported. As shown in table 1 the returns of all
indices are asymmetric and leptokurtic. Ten portfolios
out of twelve show the presence of negative skewness in
their returns and the remaining two exhibit positive
skewness. The mean coefficient of skewness for S&P BSE
500 Index has come out to be -0.6069. The excess kurtosis
of all the indices are positive including BSE-500 which
shows that returns of all indices are leptokurtic. The
Jarque-Bera test of normality for the indices show that
out of twelve indices, the returns of eleven indices exhibit
significant non-normality at 1% level and one index is
significantly non-normal at 5% level. The BSE-500 index
also show significant non-normality at 1% level.

Table 1 Descriptive Statistics and Normality Test
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Chaudhary (2017) examines whether beta are
symmetric over bull and bear market in the twelve prominent
sectors of the Indian Economy. The empirical model used in
the study to check beta symmetry is given below in equation

If the ß_(2i ) will be significantly different than
zero, then it reflects the existence of dual beta. The findings
of the study (Table 2) state that beta coefficient is not
symmetric over bull and bear market in case of nine
sectors out of twelve.

   Source- Chaudhary (2017)
Note Figures in ( ) indicate the value of t-statistics
*Significant at 1% level
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The current study is the extended form of
Chaudhary (2017) work. In the light of asymmetric
variations in market risk between bull and bear markets,
the objective of this study is to find out whether the
systematic higher moments are important in capturing
asymmetric variations in equity returns. The models

specified in the data & methodology section 2 have been
tested for the twelve sectoral indices of BSE and have
been shown in the table 3-5.

The results show that estimating dual beta model
with systematic higher moments improves the
explanatory power of the model. Specifically, it is
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observed that the beta asymmetry is not absorbed by the
higher moments.

The results of the table 3 shows that after
introduction of coskewness with dual beta, the
explanatory power of the model has improved in case of
eight sectors out of twelve.

If the t-value of the regression coefficient of any
explanatory variable is greater than one, it means that by
including that explanatory variable in the regression
model, the value of adjusted R^2 increases and thus it
increases the explanatory power of the model. Thus, if
the t-value of the regression coefficient of any
independent variable in the regression model comes out

to be greater than one, that independent variable should
be retained in the model as it increases the explanatory
power of the model.

Furthermore, the coskewness is not able to fully
explain the beta asymmetry. It has just been a good
candidate for explaining asymmetry in market risk only
for BSE-Bankex, BSE-FMCG and BSE-Capital Goods.

The results of the table 4 show that after
introduction of cokurtosis with the dual beta, the
explanatory power of the model has improved in case of
five sectors out of twelve. Furthermore, the coskurtosis is
not able to  explain the beta asymmetry.

Note Figures in ( ) indicate the value of t-statistics
*Significant at 1% level         **Significant at 5% level           ***Significant at 10% level
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The results of table 5 show that introduction of
both coskewness and cokurtosis with dual beta, the

explanatory power of the model has improved in case of
ten sectors out of twelve.

Note Figures in ( ) indicate the value of t-statistics
*Significant at 1% level           **Significant at 5% level          ***Significant at 10% level
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Taken together, the results suggest that inclusion
of systematic skewness and systematic kurtosis in
conditional beta estimation model display better
explanatory power for equity return variations but are
not able to fully explain the beta asymmetry. These
findings are in contradiction to Doan, Lin and Chng
(2014), who report that higher moments explain beta
asymmetry. To test for beta asymmetry across bull and
bear market states, the Bhardwaj and Brooks (1993) dual
beta model has been used in their study. They have related
the highest 25% of the market return distribution with
the bull market and the lowest 25% of the market
distribution with the bear market. The middle 50% of
market return distribution is reflected as neutral market
i.e. neither bull and bear market. In the current study one
of the alternative definition of bull and bear market as
proposed by Fabozzi and Francis (1977) has been used.
This can be one of the reason of the contradiction as the
explanatory power of the model is sensitive to how bull
and bear market states are estimated.

Conclusion
This fact is well documented in literature that stock

returns are non-normally distributed (Arditti,1967)
Furthermore, as the CAPM is tested on the realized returns
rather than expected returns, the conditional relationship
between beta and realized returns come out to be
significant. Taking the clue from both the points
mentioned above, an asset pricing model incorporating
higher moments seems to be the next rational step to
include non-normality of stock-returns during both bull
and bear states. In relation to asymmetric beta behavior,
this study aims at conducting an empirical analysis to
examine if higher moments can explain the beta
asymmetry across bull and bear market states in the
twelve prominent sectors of the Indian Economy. The
results show that both higher moments i.e. systematic
skewness and systematic kurtosis under conditional beta
estimation model display better explanatory power for
equity return variation but are not able to explain beta
asymmetry. Furthermore, it is interesting to note that
systematic skewness plays a more prominent role. The
future scope of the study includes the importance of
conditional skewness and conditional kurtosis in
explaining stock returns.
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